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6 A - element o sirrfae,, area
11%UU M drag coefficient, Eq. 3.4

C L m lift coefficient, Zq. 3.5

CD a partial drag and lift coefficients proportioned to term
'y, e tC indicated in subscript, eqs. 3.4, 3.5

6dgd r•d - energy fluxes incident, reflected and diffusely reflected
from dA , Eq. 2.7

PO -- drag force per unit length of cy7inder
rb

Vt. 11 ft forco pcr unit length of cylinder

force on 64

= cmponent of CV due to incident molecules

r * component of due to reflected molecules
f a molecular velocity distrib~tion ftwction, Eq. 2.5
fo z Manwtllian distributior, Eq. 2.4

w modified Deassel functions of Sero and first order

an thersal conductivity

M - Mach nmber

m w molecular mass

Nw w number of molecules incident on dA per unit time

P - pressure

PiqPrPw - pressure on dA due to incident, reflected, and diffuaely
reflected molecules, respectively, Eq. 2.1C

7P•cx yYz 2 * normal stress deviation ter-s, Eqs. 2.5, 2.6

YQz = heat flux terms, Eqs. 2.5, 2.6

M - cylinder radius

a- gas constant

S * molecular apeed ratio, Eq. 3.3

SW = molec-alar speed ratio refered to cylinder tempermtures, Eq. 3.3
(5 yw assuned equal to " in computationa)

"T = gas tEmperature

T. a temperature of incident molecules, Eq. 2.13

W . cylinder trnperature

uIv,W molecular velocity component in Z , y ,z direction, Fig. 1

"UgV,W - gas velocity components

U 3V nolecular velocity cor•cnents in (, y', 2- directions, Fig. I
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L 2 . ucoordinates rvfered to flow direction, Fig. 1

, coordinates refered to surface elwent, Fig. 1

cC - thermal accomodation coefficient, Eq. 2.7

a ratio of specific heats

- viscosity CoefficIent

S -angle betwern 6urf"-c normal and flow direction, Fig. I
g gas densa.ty

&•O - e rflection coefficients for tangential and xiou-C r nt
tr-nsfer, Eqs. 2.9, 2.10

">tr I 'Ws shear stress due to incident, reflected and diffusely re-
flectad molecules, renpectively, Sq. 2.9

x ILy• ,oshear stress tenms, qs. 2-.5, 2.6
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12NfL Y1&I OFy A NNCUOMQ

The forces exerted upon a body in free molecule flow, i.e., on a

body whose characteristic d3zensiot is small comper4 to thbý molecular mean

free path, has been determined theoretically by Telen (Rer. i), Staider and

turick (Ref. 2) and others (Refs. 10 to 12). Experiments by Stalder, Good-

win and Creeger (Raf. 3), and by lans abd eteruann (Ref. 4) haie providec

general confirmation of the theoretical demvelcoientas

These investigationa have been confined to the tase in which the

gas flow peat the body is in Eaxwellian equilibrium. This restriction is

satisfactory for free flight considerations but not for what may, perhaps,

prove to be oae of the most important applications of free molecule flow

aalses. This is wind tunnel measurement of the velocity, and perhaps

cther flow variables, of a gas strsam by means of small "free molecule flcw'

probes. The possibilities are especialvy promising in connection with hper-

sonic or supersonic wind ttnels operating at low teat section deasities.

These probes might be of either the heat transfer or asrodyn-amic force type,

or perhaps both0 It is clear, however,. that for probing boundary layers or

ahock waves or other characteristic parts of a flow field, the instrusent

will oftwn be enposed to a gas etrw-eA which is not in Waxzellian equilibrit.

The occurence of a large shear stress in a boundary layer, for example, pro-

duces a departure of the molecular velocity distrihation from the Eaxuellian.

As will be seem below, this non-umiformity gives rise to additional force

terms.

Approximste analyses of the forces on bodies in such noz-3_.•

wellian free molecule flows have bean made LT Eintsein (Rtf. 5) anul p-

stein (Ref. 6) in connection with the radiometer problem. In their dia-

cuasicos the non-uniformity war corfined to the case of a local heat fl=x,

and in any case the results were only of order-of-magrituee validity.

in tbe present report a more detailed analysis of the free

molecular flow of a non-uniform gas is made. The results are general
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Enough to include arbitrary (salil) stress and hetat flux. The body gecetry

has been confined to that of a right circular cylimder oriented perpendicu-

lar to the gas flow velocity, and it is asewed the body's thermal conduct-

ivity is so large that At is at uuiforj temperature. Only the aerodynamic

force characteristics are determined. The xtensionc: to the determination

of heat transfer characteristics, to other body geczetrles and to the case

of very low interva] conductivity, will be presented in subsequent reports.

The method, howeveer, will be apptrent frt thG present p-per.

2.1 The IncidRnt MoleculeL

The geners! method followed is a direct extension of the

method for the Eaxwellian case used by Tsien (Ref. V) a)d Staoder

and Zurick (Ref. 2), and was auggested by Goodwin. The force per

urit a&r d j dA on a surface element dA is broken up into;

part dF ,/A due to the incident molecules, and a part dýr/MA due

to the reflected or re-emitted aoleculee. Total force characteristice

arc obtained k integration over the surface of the body.

The force dJ i A Is analysed .n toerus of the coponent

P n rozmal to the surfa a (prsssure) and the ccmaent U"i tangential

to the surface (shear stress). See Fig. 1. These quantities are

obtained in terms of the molecular velocity distribution fimcricti

f (Lv, Wj ) I tich is the niaber density per uit volume of phase

space of molscules with velocity componenta U,VqW. One has,

Rl M U f ci u'd v cP (2.1)

L , mJ (2.2)

where M is the molecular mass. The velocity components L4,VWar,
U'V', W'aa mrelated by (lee fig. 1),

U - U, CO 0 + v -,in;
V -- Q 1 e - cvCos (2.3)
W \N1
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*more E) in the ana betweer the (outward) normal tti the surface and

the x (flk ) dirertton.

The :.rtmction f is given in the Karwellian ae.i b.y

V - (2 4)
f= (T t)Vze Z RT

wherra/4, 7, P are the gaz dercity, temperature, flow velocity and

the gas constant, respectively. For the non-*.xwellian case, one use.

the distribution function considered by Maxwell (Ref. 7) and C-rcd

f +rt•c y'jg uu 2. a ,,,(./5

-iQ- )2X(Y -U7 v-t)( (u-U>- \, 7 * q w))
5RT 'Y'9

iere X 9< 5 etc. are te viscos stress ard heat r±u co-

ponents. These quantAties, together witVsU and T, -,- treated as

constant. throughout the region occupied by the cylinder. For the

Oqnili'briim case, and for al1 gradients of velocity and temperature.,

these terms are related to the velocity and temperature by the Navier-

St4kes relations

KK z-% -T±
>L4 UU

uoxy La j

For nRY-id pr-3ces~ea (e.g., shook w-ve5) or for large gradients cf

temperature and velocity more corplicated relations exist; mee Ref.

8 for detatls. In the present report, the results will be obtaine-d

in terms of the variables listed in Eq, 2,5, so that thtey arm id.e -

pendent of Whether or not tqe, 2.6 are valid. It oCho' Md alseo be



mentioned that for sufficlently non-uniform situations the approximation

'f Eq. 2.5 itself be',-omes poor. Additional tersa in the erpressian for

thM molecula:- velocity distribution muldx they; be required and would ccn-

tribute to the gross force exerted upon the body. Tho relative depen-

dence ,pon the parareters I % ,q etc., howvyr, ýiouJei ho tcwhanget

2.2

The determn4 _ntnn cf d the force on d A due to the rs-

nItt.-- c-oln-ee..... .r...ro' a rpe•cification of the nature of the inter-

action of the iapinging molecules with ths surface. The trtmtont of

this queetion will be seta t ganeralied iii this roport froc the uvsal

treatment of Maxwell (Ref. 7) which has bean followed in the subsequent

04 i54an fifln,. 1) Steldzri cnc Lturxc tsiet 2), And otbera. Tra-

ditionally, the interaction baa been described in taern of two pars-

meters, the thermal acconodation coaticlcnt and the spq-enlar re-

flection coefficient 0 . The quantity oL• is defined by:

dE1  dEr
d'_I -d W

Where .E ,dEransd%~are the mieiy fluxes, .*ffpectV--,D incident

on and resmitted from the surface, and the flu- which would be re-

emitted if all iwicident molecules were reemitted with a Magvwellian

distribution corresponding to the -Url--C . Ci " $-MunTn-

tity c, then is a ueasure of the degree to which the incidert mnole-

cules are ýaccvcVudnted T  to the :urf-ee. wsAmured values 'f o_ are

usually slightly less than wity (Ref. 9). It will be oba-re.Ld ÷ht

all quantities cn the right side oV Tq. 2.7 are well-defined and can

baeither cacltdor meastzrc-d.

The definition of C-, however, is sonewtat lees satisfactory.

It is supposed that the inctdent uclecules are either reflected supec-

uluarir (i.e., with simple reversae of normal velocity) or tiifuz&ijr

(tich for aoe applications can be lust mrandom4', bi&t eveztualjy

must be defined more precisely as "exwsllian corrdsponding to a tea-

pezaturer which ie not necessarily the vase ariT ). The coef'fi-

cient C is them defined as the fraction of dlf.%sely reflected mole-

c-ula,I - UT being the fractic w•hich are specularly reflected. The



definition in this form of the quantity - thus becomes meaninglees

unless the acttrl interaction with the surface is of the type 4>l-

fled. An measured valves of C have actu•!ly been deterain4id, how-

ever, this diffieulty haý oven tvoided bscaviee only gross targential

foi-ces are dealt with. Thus, accornlug tc the dsfiition of 5 Co

has

tore 1 amd a fre the incident Iand reflected fluxes of tangentiai

,smentum (shear stress). For all practical purposes, Eq. 2.8, rather

than the specular-diffuse model, has been the defining equatton for

S. The two definitiout: ar- In agreeant if the interaction actu-

ally is of the specular-diffuse type (which it, of course, almost

certainly is not), ot~horwiase F-. 2.8 defines LT. F.!. 2.8 nay be

written also, for symmetry with Eq. 2,7, in the fom:

T- Li-Cr (29)
"-Wi -Z•w

rhere ' 1W is defined as the tangential uozentxa flux which would be

reflected from the surfaue if all incidot molecules were reemttted

with a Maxvellian distribution corresponding to the surface tinpsra-

t . c Clearly O.

Thus the difficulty inherent in the original definition

of OT is avoided, insofar as the determination of tangential forces.

Sovever, it occurs again in the determination oP noril force:, and

agaim recourse has been taken in Refs. 1 and 2, for example, to the

"specular-diffuse model. If the actual Lntaractioi is diffeArnt,

then the detenuinatiorn of heat transfer, tangential force and normal

force in term of just the two ps7uMterE & and 0- woul-d yield results

which one would expect to be autuaimy inconsistent. This difficulty can
-- I

be avoided if an additional parameter s • 5&y; is definea lt
S Pi - Or(210

where 9. Pr and pware respectively the incident and reflected

fl~uxes of normal vorentum (preezure) anti the flux ;hich wotuld

remitted if all the incident molecules were reenitted with a Max-

i



wllilan distribution corresponding to the surface tinper.stur_-T 1 .

The quartity is given by (Ref. 2)

14N . m \ IT•'

pI.-NI .mI _( )

where •N is the number of molecules per =it tie incident ou a uit

surface arw6 It is givnin b
/Clo t"d

-000

F." completely specular reflection one has &--T = T 0.
For copletely diffu se reflection *.t1 Y01- I . For the hypo-

thetical prtly diffuse, partly specular interaction, and f'-4 a sur-

face at rest with respect to the gas, one would have

(O%&T±0L~w ~ ~7Aq~Ti(2.13)

Roever, in general, for actual physical interaction the three pert-

meters would be independent. T1hy are suffrcient1 however, to deter-

mine frea molecule flow heat transfer and aerodynamic force character-

istics.

2.3 no CEmbi-fc 912rperp !on

The total force on & =it of surface arec, is analysed into

a normal ccponent p and a tangential component Y g.ven by

P'= Pit÷+Pr

it ~ J(2.14)
With the help of Eqs. 2.9 and 2.10 these reduco to

p (2- +jp ot ' Pw
(2=15)
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Tn ten-s of .using Sqa. 2.11, 2c3129 2.1- and 2.2, one has

P' 2}~ +La

rrm /I L~ ~ V C\N

~ ~The total force on e, minst laenrh of' the cylinder is obtained

in texts ct t~he drag force F and the lift force These are given

D C

a ii (2.17)

C-mbining lKqe. 2.17$ t;16, 2.5 and 2.3, Ccr has finall2y,

2 11 00 V

{{-Y + \fWCTs
0 CO a JCS

+0 Uw'n) £RT
( A

n:-v'oýýIl9-U) ~).+ (.C

+~~~. Cu V2 (-cs -~n-J(-u' Sin e -\v'CosG

,2rJz~(-u'ccte *'v'sinG -UJw" Z, &n-v'COSGw

+sy u'sntj - y vLos 6) r¾z \t)j/j' rrcj etj d'C
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(-u'1 CSG&4v' 5in 2 sir, -,v. Co s-z +cw' (
e ?0 R7uC~U+~sn-Xu n-'c~)~ -c~+~~6-)v

/,C U, Cosn-U~ 4( U + -v'onsUe)(
~~~~~~6 -z- t."coGýJ'H ~~'

/4'j

3. 0 W-U

Performing the 5integration2 indi~cated in Fqs. 2.18 and 2.19, onc

IS.

+ & TI 0(~ ? 2Ii) 3

+o L

+ P111

± -

r ______~ ff~2v(3.2)

where and tare the mcd:-fied Bensel ftmetions and S isi the zolecuJpr
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speed ratio

- M •33

it will -b obuserved th t tai• drag torce for the non-tmifom case

differs from that for the uniform csae by terms proportional, respectively,

to the heat flux in the X -direction and to the deviation of the normal

stresses from the hydrostatic. The lift force, which is zero for the uni-

form case, conIfns termm pj 4rir+icnra1 tn thn shnAr stress and t:he hbAat flux

in the _ direction.

Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 may be rewritten in thhe form

Fn q x ~ ~~PY, x • y,3)
CD 7/-J'-r Cb pu 0 J Dq x Z7 -OC ±•_ Cbp (3*4v ~DxPY UPYY

= C. + _ (3.5)

e -L AJ 2 r P - 0 LL Vy p- CLqy

The indicated partial lift and drag coafficicnmt, CL y Cq etc.-,

correspond to the contribution to the total lift or drag arising from the

non-imiformity denoted in the subscript. These results are presented

graphically in Figs. 2 and 3 for the case of diffuse reflection It should

also be mentionud that the results of Eqa. 3.1 and 3.2 agree with those of

Ref. 2 for the uniform case.

Inapoctioa of P4n_ 2 and 3 reveals that the partial lift and

drag coeffi!ei"I euiespoiidLng to the ron.uniform terms alt all small com-

pared to the coefficient for the uniform case C-D". ULiless a gas flow is

very non-unifors, i.e., if the flow itself is in the continuum or slip

flow region, the qimntitics R.cx 8 y and 'ýyai-e seall ccmared to p
It follows that the contribution to the total force on the cylinder arising

from these viscous stress teraxs -Wil be small compared to the force due to

the uniform flow (of the order or a hw pai cint or l=) ý These q,_uantltimA

might thus be neglected in connection with use of thE cylinder as a probb.

The relative importance of the forces arising from the heat flx

terms, hcwever, depends on the magnitude of the ratio of CI. or qy to pU.
At high flow velocities these forces will thiz be negligible compared to

the force fajr the 'anifon-i case, At very low velocities t..hey will not. in

a stagnation rtgion ýmoh forces constitute the entire force on the nylinder. I
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4, CCIKCCL!ZI.CiNS

L_ In the free molec--e flow of a ncn-uniform gas (i.e., one

in vnich heat flux or viscous mtresses are present) past a cylind1er,

both the lift and drag forces will be affected by the non-umifornity.

4.2 Force contributions due to stress and heat flux terms are,

in generl, small compared to the frc-e for the ;n'iform ease, except

Ln regions of low flow velocity *ere the forcee arising from tho heat

f1¶rr tnaw11R lP-rn, mn unortant.
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